Curriculum Intent
"Our task is to help children communicate with the world using all their potential, strengths and languages, and to overcome any obstacle presented by our
culture”
Loris Malaguzzi

Hillfields Nursery School's Curriculum Intent




Engage and challenge our children
Offer opportunities and provocations
Be flexible and dynamic to support individual learning journeys

We use our Assessment of Play and Learning document (APL) to set our high expectations for our children.
To support our delivery of the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) we have a clear, ambitious curriculum planned. This offers opportunities
and provocation to support every child to learn. We spend time ensuring we know children’s previous experiences and what their interests are
so we are able to build successfully on the knowledge and skills they bring. We offer important opportunities for our children to build on their
cultural capital.
We believe this is right for our children as they have a safe, well presented, stimulating environment indoors and outdoors. The children are
supported by staff to be happy, secure and safe within the nursery school so that they are motivated and ready to learn, through a play-based
curriculum. The educators are there to teach skills and knowledge and then to facilitate the children’s exploration.
Our Opportunities and Provocation curriculum is in place to support our children at the early stages of their learning. Alongside our children
this is developed each week through our dynamic planning as we observe and discover what our children need. We do this to make sure our
children have the best early learning experience and ensure they have a love of learning and a firm foundation on which to build throughout
their life and education.

Early Years Foundation Stage Statutory Framework
Learning and Development Considerations and how we address this at Hillfields Nursery School

1.11 Practitioners must consider the individual needs, interests, and development of each child in their care, and must use this information to plan a
challenging and enjoyable experience for each child in all areas of learning and development. Teams meet weekly and note down daily any interests
developing within the current week’s planning. Practitioners working with the youngest children are expected to ensure a strong foundation for
children’s development in the prime areas of learning. Our assessment for play and learning document ensures we concentrate on, and the children are
secure within, the prime areas up to 30 months of age. Once they are secure at this stage of development we can look at assessment of the specific
areas of learning. The specific areas of learning provide children with a broad curriculum and with opportunities to strengthen and apply the prime
areas of learning. Within our planning we plan for all areas of learning in our curriculum as we can develop the prime areas of learning through all our
opportunities and provocations. This is particularly important in developing language and extending vocabulary. We have developed our sustained,
shared thinking practice to ensure that we are extending vocabulary and encouraging children to develop their critical thinking. We work with and have
training with our school NHS Speech and Language Therapist, who we buy in to support our children. We use lots of techniques to develop early
language such as intensive interaction and match plus one.

1.12 Throughout the early years, if a child’s progress in any prime area gives cause for concern, practitioners must discuss this with the child’s parents
and/ or carers and agree how to support the child. We look carefully at children’s progress, meeting monthly to look at children’s attainment and
progress. The Special Educational Needs team meet half termly to look at children who are giving the teams cause for concern and they plan next steps
and talk to the parents. Practitioners must consider whether a child may have a special educational need or disability which requires specialist support.
They should link with, and help families to access, relevant services from other agencies as appropriate. Once a need is identified the SEND Early Years
Teaching Assistant, key person or SENCO will speak with parents and support the process and understanding of why we want additional support for
their child. We will support them through each step of the process. We offer support to parents through coffee sessions run by our learning mentor
which is attended by out linked EYSEND teacher from within the Local Authority.

1.13 For children whose home language is not English, providers must take reasonable steps to provide opportunities for children to develop and use
their home language in play and learning, supporting their language development at home. During the first meeting with parents we have a
conversation about how important their home language is. Providers must ensure that children have sufficient opportunities to learn and reach a good
standard in English language during the EYFS, ensuring children are ready to benefit from the opportunities available to them when they begin year 1.
Hillfields Nursery School offers a language rich environment. Talk is appropriate for the children’s stage of development and extended through play. We
use Shared Sustained Thinking to support their play and this leads to a wider vocabulary. When assessing communication, language and literacy skills,
practitioners must assess children’s skills in English. If a child does not have a strong grasp of English language, practitioners must explore the child’s
skills in the home language with parents and/ or carers, to establish whether there is cause for concern about language delay. When we have any
concerns about learning and development we will talk with parents and ask what they are able to do in their home language.
1.14 The Framework does not prescribe a particular teaching approach. Play is essential for children’s development, building their confidence as they
learn to explore, relate to others, set their own goals and solve problems. Much of our time table is given over to learning through play with a range of
child led and adult guided activities. As the children progress through the stages of development they will begin to experience one adult led group time
and this develops into 2 adult led sessions in their key group in the preschool year. Children learn by leading their own play, and by taking part in play
which is guided by adults. Practitioners need to decide what they want children in their setting to learn, and the most effective ways to teach it. Our
curriculum sets out the opportunities and provocations we want our children to experience and learn from. They are a starting point to provoke
children’s interests. From these opportunities and provocations we are guided from any interests from the children. Practitioners must stimulate
children’s interests, responding to each child’s emerging needs and guiding their development through warm, positive interactions coupled with secure
routines for play and learning. Practitioners develop a professional caring relationship with their key children and family. This supports settling from the
very start of their learning journey at Hillfields and it provides a key adult that they can feel secure with right from the start. This leads to strong
relationships and understanding of the children and is key when planning and reporting to parents. As children grow older and move to the reception
year, there should be a greater focus on teaching the essential skills and knowledge in the specific areas of learning. This will help children to prepare for
year 1.

1.15 In planning and guiding what children learn, practitioners must reflect on the different rates at which children are developing and adjust their
practice appropriately. Practitioners reflect on children’s learning and the support they need for their next steps in many different ways, throughout the
year. We have monthly professional discussions where specified children’s development is assessed against our Assessment of Play and Learning,
weekly planning meetings where children’s interests and needs are discussed ensuring that the planning takes into consideration the needs and next
steps of all children. Daily notes on planning are used to help inform this and daily team discussions are used to react to a need as soon as possible.
Three characteristics of effective teaching and learning are:
Playing and exploring – children investigate and experience things and ‘have a go’
Active learning – children concentrate and keep on trying if they encounter difficulties, and enjoy achievements
Creating and Thinking critically – children have and develop their own ideas, make links between ideas, and develop strategies for doing things

Educational Programmes Prime Areas
Communication and Language
The development of children’s spoken language
underpins all seven areas of learning and
development.
Children’s
back-and-forth
interactions from an early age form the
foundations for language and cognitive
development. The number and quality of the
conversations they have with adults and peers
throughout the day in a language-rich
environment is crucial. By commenting on what
children are interested in or doing, and echoing
back what they say with new vocabulary added,
practitioners will build children's language
effectively. Reading frequently to children, and
engaging them actively in stories, non-fiction,
rhymes and poems, and then providing them with
extensive opportunities to use and embed new
words in a range of contexts, will give children the
opportunity to thrive. Through conversation,
story-telling and role play, where children share
their ideas with support and modelling from their
teacher, and sensitive questioning that invites
them to elaborate, children become comfortable
using a rich range of vocabulary and language
structures.

Personal, Social and Emotional Development
Children’s personal, social and emotional
development (PSED) is crucial for children to lead
healthy and happy lives, and is fundamental to
their cognitive development. Underpinning their
personal development are the important
attachments that shape their social world. Strong,
warm and supportive relationships with adults
enable children to learn how to understand their
own feelings and those of others. Children should
be supported to manage emotions, develop a
positive sense of self, set themselves simple goals,
have confidence in their own abilities, to persist
and wait for what they want and direct attention
as EYFS reforms early adopter framework 9
necessary. Through adult modelling and guidance,
they will learn how to look after their bodies,
including healthy eating, and manage personal
needs independently. Through supported
interaction with other children they learn how to
make good friendships, co-operate and resolve
conflicts peaceably. These attributes will provide a
secure platform from which children can achieve
at school and in later life.

Physical Development
Physical activity is vital in children’s all-round
development, enabling them to pursue happy,
healthy and active lives. Gross and fine motor
experiences develop incrementally throughout
early
childhood,
starting
with
sensory
explorations and the development of a child’s
strength, co-ordination and positional awareness
through tummy time, crawling and play
movement with both objects and adults. By
creating games and providing opportunities for
play both indoors and outdoors, adults can
support children to develop their core strength,
stability, balance, spatial awareness, coordination and agility. Gross motor skills provide
the foundation for developing healthy bodies and
social and emotional well-being. Fine motor
control and precision helps with hand-eye coordination which is later linked to early literacy.
Repeated and varied opportunities to explore and
play with small world activities, puzzles, arts and
crafts and the practise of using small tools, with
feedback and support from adults, allow children
to develop proficiency, control and confidence.

EYFS 2021 Education Programmes Specific Areas
Literacy
It is crucial for children to develop a
life-long love of reading. Reading
consists of two dimensions: language
comprehension and word reading.
Language comprehension (necessary
for both reading and writing) starts
from birth. It only develops when
adults talk with children about the
world around them and the books
(stories and non-fiction) they read
with them, and enjoy rhymes, poems
and songs together. Skilled word
reading, taught later, involves both
the speedy working out of the
pronunciation of unfamiliar printed
words (decoding) and the speedy
recognition of familiar printed
words. Writing involves transcription
(spelling and handwriting) and
composition (articulating ideas and
structuring them in speech, before
writing).

Mathematics
Developing a strong grounding in
number is essential so that all
children develop the necessary
building
blocks
to
excel
mathematically. Children should be
able to count confidently, develop a
deep understanding of the numbers
to 10, the relationships between
them and the patterns within those
numbers. By providing frequent and
varied opportunities to build and
apply this understanding - such as
using manipulatives, including small
pebbles and tens frames for
organising counting - children will
develop a secure base of knowledge
and vocabulary from which mastery
of mathematics is built. In addition,
it is important that the curriculum
includes rich opportunities for
children to develop their spatial
reasoning skills across all areas of
mathematics including shape, space
and measures. It is important that
children develop positive attitudes
and interests in mathematics, look
for patterns and relationships, spot
connections, ‘have a go’, talk to
adults and peers about what they
notice and not be afraid to make
mistakes.

Understanding the World
Understanding the world involves
guiding children to make sense of
their physical world and their
community. The frequency and
range
of children’s personal
experiences
increases
their
knowledge and sense of the world
around them – from visiting parks,
libraries and museums to meeting
important members of society such
as police officers, nurses and
firefighters. In addition, listening to a
broad selection of stories, nonfiction, rhymes and poems will foster
their understanding of our culturally,
socially,
technologically
and
ecologically diverse world. As well as
building important knowledge, this
extends their familiarity with words
that support understanding across
domains. Enriching and widening
children’s vocabulary will support
later reading comprehension.

Expressive Arts and Design
The development of children’s
artistic and cultural awareness
supports their imagination and
creativity. It is important that
children have regular opportunities
to engage with the arts, enabling
them to explore and play with a
wide range of media and materials.
The quality and variety of what
children see, hear and participate in
is crucial for developing their
understanding,
self-expression,
vocabulary
and
ability
to
communicate through the arts. The
frequency, repetition and depth of
their experiences are fundamental to
their progress in interpreting and
appreciating what they hear,
respond to and observe.

The Characteristics of effective teaching and Learning

Age increasing

Playing and Exploring
Realise that their actions have an effect on the
world, so they want to keep repeating them
Reach for and accept objects. Make choices and
explore different resources and materials
Plan and think ahead about how they will
explore or play with objects
Guide their own thinking and actions by talking
to themselves while playing. E.g. a child doing a
jigsaw might whisper under their breath:
“Where does that one go?”
Make independent choices

Active Learning

Creating and Thinking Critically

Participate in routines
Begin to predict sequence because they know the
routines.
Show goal-directed behaviour. E.g. babies may pull
themselves up to reach a toy

Take part in simple pretend play
Sort materials/ toys

Use a range of strategies to reach a goal they have set
themselves

Use role play to think beyond the
‘here and now’ and to understand
another perspective. E.g. a child
roleplaying a Billy Goats Gruff might
suggest that the Troll is fierce
because he could be hungry and
lonely
Know more so feel confident coming
up with their own ideas
Make more links between those
ideas
Concentrate on achieving something
that’s important to them. They are
increasingly able to control their
attention and ignore distractions

Do things independently that they have been
previously taught

Bring their own interests and fascinations into
early years settings. This helps them to develop
their learning

Begin to correct their mistakes themselves. E.g. instead
of forcing a puzzle into a slot they will try another piece

Respond to new experiences that you bring to
their attention

Keep on trying when things are difficult

Review their progress as they try to
achieve a goal
Solve real problems

Hillfields Nursery Learners
Skills Development
These are the skills we believe are important for our learners at Hillfields Nursery School to ensure they become lifelong learners.
Communicating Objects of
Makaton, NonMakaton with
Adults play
Adults use Makaton Adults support
reference to
verbal cues with
adults modelling
alongside and with to support children
rallying
communicate next adults modelling
vocabulary
children
to ask and answer
conversations. For
choices. Adults
simple vocabulary
including Match +1 commentating on
who, what and
those not ready to
model Makaton
(repeat the word
play.
where questions.
vocalise adults to
and simple
Children begin to
adding another e.g (This supports the
leave space in the
language
mimic signs and
bear – brown bear) children hearing
Children begin to
conversation.
words to
language that
understand and
Children recognise communicate
Children build on
relates to them)
answer questions,
Children begin to
objects and their
word level and 2
moving on to asking understand
meaning
word level
Children hear and
the questions
communicating in a
communication
build vocabulary
conversation. They
towards sentences linked to their
can build on this to
interests from
have communicate
adults modelling
with adults and
peers

One handed
tools
e.g. scissors

Adult led hand
control to build
muscles for
tools
e.g. tweezers,
sponges,
playdough,
threading

Child led hand
control to build
muscles for
tools e.g.
tweezers,
sponges,
playdough,
threading

Adult led
experiences of
one handed
tools
e.g. start by
cutting soft
items,
playdough,
banana, cooked
pasta

First steps tools
that need a
simple step. e.g.
long loop
scissors

Adult supporting
use of tools by
holding object or
hand over hand.
E.g. adult hold
paper whilst child
makes cuts

Child led use of
tools e.g. cutting
starting by
cutting soft
items

Adults play with
and alongside
children and talk
through their
thinking when
problem solving.
(Adult builds a
tower and it falls,
adult vocalises
their next steps
thinking)

Children can begin
to see and talk
about their
thinking. With
adults modelling
their thoughts they
can begin to
understand the
thought process.
Adult guided to Child led design.
use tools with
E.g. child cuts
more precision
with purpose
e.g. cut along
lines, cut around
simple shapes

Independent
self help skills
(toileting,
dressing etc.)

Recognising
name

Reading for
pleasure

Writing for
purpose

Adults support children with selfhelp skill in routines e.g. recognising
when their nappy is wet or soiled,
talking them through steps to put on
outdoor clothing

Adults encourage children to
complete one step with little
support
Undressing is easier than dressing,
use visual cues or vocal cues. ‘Shoes
off and then I will be with you.’

Adults to model how to complete
self-help skills where possible.
Talk through steps of how you have
completed the task

Encourage more steps to be
completed offering praise for
having a go and then achieving the
next step.

I am so proud of the way you have
Follow consistent sequence and
tried to get your legs into the
technique
trousers
Recognising and
Recognising and
Self-register/
Self-register/
Self-register with
Self-register with
Self-register with
responding to their labelling
recognition of peg
recognition of peg
picture alongside
printed name only printed name only
name verbally. E.g. themselves in a
space by
space by
name
with adult support
when an adult uses mirror or picture.
recognising their
recognising their
to point out
their name they
picture with adult
picture
graphemes
recognise that
support
independently
means them
Have a range of ageAdults share books
Storylines in play
Core books shared
Child focussed books
Writing their own
related books in a
with children
with all children
book
variety of areas.
Storylines mimic real
Make books that mimic
Adults encourage
experiences and then
Core books well known known books using
Adults act as a scribe as
Allow children to
interaction with the
mimic storylines from
to children so they can children in nursery.
the children become
access books where
pictures and talking
stories
pick them up and read
These books are
authors. These books
they feel comfortable.
through turning pages
displayed with other
are displayed with
published books
other published books
Within the environment
See adults writing for a
Have everyday objects for
Within Areas of Learning
Adults to extend play
have spaces where children purpose.
writing within areas of
have writing tools
through writing
can mark make on
learning
horizontal and vertical
Adults talk through what you
Encourage use of these for
When children are playing
surfaces
are writing and why. E.g.
In role play area have note
planning e.g. use the
adults give them a purpose
name on a drawing so that
pads, shopping list pads so
clipboard and paper to plan
for writing. E.g. if they are
Have a variety of mark
we know who it belongs to.
they can mimic what they
out your building
planning a party can they
making tools e.g. chalks,
A post it note as a reminder. see being written in their
write a list of names to plan
pencils, paint, water
experiences
who is coming, a shopping
list for the food they need

Meadow
Nursery 1 - Preschool
Nursery 0 – Rising 2s

Autumn Term Learning
Meadow - Nursery 1
Areas of
Learning…
Communication
& Language

Personal Social
Emotional
Development

Physical
Development

Development Matters Objectives… Nursery 1
Listen to other people talk for very short periods (when beside them in play)
Adults to label their emotions
Adults respond to the start of a conversation (this may not lead to a response back)
Develop role play, playing alongside adults and children engaged in the same space
Hear phonemes /l/ /r/ /j/ in words and echoed back to them accurately
Hear familiar multi-syllabic words e.g. cucumber
Listen to short stories
Begin to understand and, with adult support, act on longer sentences
Begin to understand and, with adult modelling, respond to who, what, where questions
Express preferences using gesture and increasingly talk
Begin to develop relationships with key adults and peers
Play alongside their peers
Adults to label and validate emotions
Begin to feel confident becoming independent in the setting
Begin to show some control in turn taking with an adult
Begin to develop friendships with other children
Explore a variety of balls, large, small, medium
Begin to use stairs independently
Use legs to move bikes and cars
Use large and small motor schools to everyday things e.g. pour, cut food

Development Matters Objectives… Nursery 0

Literacy

Join in with rhymes and songs
Say some of the words in songs and rhymes

Mathematics

Hear language relating to amounts ‘lots’, ‘more’, ‘same’
Hear modelled counting
Build with a range of large resources
Explore inset puzzles
Hear modelled language around 2D shapes
Explore and respond to different phenomena e.g. sun rain
Explore a wide variety of materials
Have ownership of their immediate family
Make repetitive sounds
Sing familiar songs and rhymes

Understanding
the World
Expressive Arts
and Design

Opportunities and Provocations Autumn Term Meadow
Core books & Rhymes

Opportunities and Provocations
This sparks interest and then the children can
lead the learning. This will be documented
within the weekly plans

Phonics
Letters &
Sounds
Jolly Phonics

Festivals and
Seasonal

Communication
strategies

Owl Babies
George’s New Dinosaur (Peppa Pig series)
That’s not my… Dinosaur
Dinosaur Roar
My First Book of Dinosaurs

 Family Pictures
 Key person links
 Dinosaurs
 Owls
 Brown, Red, Orange, Green
 Feathers
 Leaves
 Pinecones

Aspects 1-4

Harvest
Eid Al-adha
Festivals of
Light

 Makaton
 Visual signs and
symbols
 Mirroring
 Match + 1
 Objects of reference
 Rallying
conversations (this
may be gaps for our
non-verbal, as you
would for a baby)

Twinkle Twinkle Little Star
Baa Baa Black Sheep
Row Row Row your Boat
Incy Wincy Spider
Hunpty Dumpty
Jingle Jingle Dinosaur
Tidy Up Song
Hello Song
Goodbye song

Peppa Pig and the Pumpkin
10 Little Pumpkins
Autumn Leaves
Christmas Rhymes

 Pumpkins
 Brown, Red, Orange, Yellow
 Light and Dark
 Shiny objects and mirrors
Cooking opportunities
 Pumpkin Soup
 Sparkler chocolate fingers

Emphasis on
known Nursery
Rhymes and
familiar stories

Weather
Outdoor
changes
Summer to
Autumn
trees
Shorter days
Getting
colder

Spring Term Learning
Meadow - Nursery 1 and Rising 2s (Nursery 0)
Areas of
Learning…
Communication
& Language

Personal Social
Emotional
Development

Physical
Development

Development Matters Objectives… Nursery 1

Development Matters Objectives… Nursery 0

Listen to other people talk for short periods
Express and begin to label their emotions
Develop conversations, begin to respond to adult or child response
Develop role play, developing a small group to engage in the same
play
Hear phonemes /w/ /y/ /sh/ in words and echoed back to them
accurately
Develop accuracy of speaking familiar multi-syllabic words
Listen to stories and begin to respond to what is happening
Understand and act on longer sentences, with adult support
Understand and, given time, respond to who, what, where
questions
Express preferences using gesture and increasingly talk
Develop more relationships
Play alongside and, increasingly with their peers
Children to begin to label emotions
Develop independence
Begin to show some control in turn taking within a pair of children
Develop friendships with other children

Listen and respond to their name
Use gestures and words in adult led conversations
Hear match +1 in response to their words
Sing rhymes of their choice
Share books of their choice
With adult support begin to focus on an activity of their choice
Experience role play base on their experiences
Hear phonemes /p/ /b/ /m/ in words echoed back to them
accurately
Use words to label familiar objects

Start to catch balls, adult supporting to get their hands together
ready in front of them
Use the stairs independently, one step at a time
Begin to move a tricycle, not always using pedals
Begin to push one leg to use a scooter
Use large motor schools to everyday things e.g. kick, sweep, paint
Begin to be aware of toileting needs

Move to music
Fit themselves into spaces like tunnels, dens and large boxes
Start to use stairs with adult support
Independently use push along wheeled toys
Show an increasing desire to want to be choosing their clothing e.g.
getting muddy puddles, dressing up
Show and awareness that they have a wet/ soiled nappy

Express preferences, using gesture and sound
With adult support begin to manage transitions
Play with increasing confidence on their own in the setting, key
person supporting play
Observe and begin to take part in modelled turn taking
Play alongside other children with adults supporting interactions
Adults to validate and label their emotions

Literacy

Join in with rhymes and songs, copying sounds rhythms
Sing songs/ use rhymes in play alongside adults or other children
Begin to develop favourite books
Use environmental symbols and print to begin to infer meaning

Enjoy songs and rhymes, tuning in and paying attention
Enjoy listening to stories they know well
Engage in sensory play
Enjoy drawing mark making freely, both horizontal and vertical

Mathematics

Count up to 3 objects
Hear language, and echo, relating to amounts ‘lots’, ‘more’, ‘same’
Have experiences to count in everyday contexts
Build with a range of large and small resources
Complete inset puzzles
Experiment with labelling 2D shapes
Experiment with vocabulary of size and weight, modelled by adults
Notice patterns
Explore and respond to different phenomena e.g. ice snow
Explore a wide variety of materials and adults model talk about
them e.g. soft/ spikey
Begin to talk about their home and family
With adult support begin to notice and explore difference between
people
Experiment with rhythmical sounds
Explore a range of instruments
Express ideas and feelings through making marks, talk about their
marks
Develop pretend play, rehearsing what they know from their lives
Sing familiar songs and rhymes
Make simple models

Enjoy and use props with finger rhymes that include numbers
Begin to use words/ signs about comparison ‘more’, ‘same’
Explore different construction
Adults alongside begin to label shapes in play
Adults alongside model language linked to space and measure big,
small, up, down, heavy, light

Understanding
the World

Expressive Arts
and Design

Explore natural materials indoors and outdoors
Explore natural phenomena e.g. rain, ice, bubbles

Move to music
Anticipate phrases and actions in songs like ‘peepo’
Make marks intentionally
Explore paint
Enjoy action songs
Explore a wide range of materials, using all of their senses to
investigate them

Opportunities and Provocations Spring Term Meadow
Core books & Rhymes

Opportunities and Provocations
This sparks interest and then the children can
lead the learning. This will be documented
within the weekly plans

Phonics
Letters &
Sounds
Jolly Phonics

Festivals and
Seasonal

Communication
strategies

Polar Bear Polar Bear
The snowman
Peppa’s Snowy Fun
That’s not my Snowman
That’s not my Polar Bear
Pop up Peekaboo Penguin

 Arctic Animals
 Snow and Ice, freezing & melting
 Blue, silver, gold, red, pink
 Silver

Aspects 1-4

New year
Chinese New
Year
Shrove
Tuesday
Mothering
Sunday
Easter

 Makaton
 Visual signs and
symbols
 Mirroring
 Match + 1
 Objects of reference
 Rallying
conversations (this
may be gaps for our
non-verbal, as you
would for a baby)
 Greetings

That’s not my Tractor
Who’s on the Farm
Jasper’s Beanstalk
Jack and the Beanstalk
Old MacDonald had a farm
Head Shoulders Knees and Toes
Hickory Dickory Dock

 Farm animals
 Young animals
 Growing seeds
 Daffodils
 Yellow, green

Cooking opportunities
 Noodles
 Pancakes
 Easter Nests

Weather
Winter
Spring
New growth

Summer Term Learning
Meadow - Nursery 1 and Rising 2s (Nursery 0)
Areas of
Development Matters Objectives… Nursery 1
Learning…
Communication Listen to other people talk for short periods in a small group
& Language
situation
Express and label their emotions
Develop conversations, rallying between adults and other children
Develop role play
Hear phonemes /th/ /ch/ in words and echoed back to them
accurately
Be accurate speaking familiar multi-syllabic words
Listen to stories and respond to what is happening
Understand and act on longer sentences
Understand and respond to who, what, where questions
Personal Social Express preferences and make decisions using gesture and talk
Emotional
Thrive and develop more relationships as they develop self
Development
assurance
Play in a group of their peers
Express a range of emotions
Be independent in their choices
Begin to show some control in turn taking
Be curious about the differences/ diversity of their peers
Safely explore a wider range of emotions

Development Matters Objectives… Nursery 0

Physical
Development

Clap and stamp to music
Fit themselves into spaces like tunnels, dens and large boxes
Start to kick and throw balls
Start to use stairs independently
Start to use scooters
Show an increasing desire to want to be independently dressing/
undressing
Show and awareness that they have a wet/ soiled nappy

Start to catch balls, putting hands together ready in front of them
Use the stairs independently, sometime still one step at a time
Use a scooter independently
Begin to pedal a tricycle
Use large and small motor skills to everyday things e.g. pour, cut
food
Use the toilet with help, increasing in independence

Respond to simple instructions
Sing rhymes
Share books
Focus on an activity of their choice
Develop role play base on their experiences
Hear phonemes /p/ /b/ /m/ in words echoed back to them
accurately
Use words to label familiar objects

Express preferences and make decisions, using gesture and sound
Manage transitions
Play with increasing confidence on their own, key person near by to
support negotiation with other children
Be supported with turn taking
Play alongside other children with adult support
Adults to validate and label children’s emotions

Literacy

Mathematics

Understanding
the World

Expressive Arts
and Design

Join in with rhymes and songs, copying sounds rhythms, tunes and
tempo
Sing songs/ use rhymes independently in play
Have favourite books and seek then out to share with an adult,
friend or alone
Repeat words and phrases from familiar stories
Recognise familiar print e.g. door number, letter from name,
familiar brands
Add marks on their paper to stand for their name
React to changes of amount in a group of up to 3 items
Compare amounts using ‘lots’, ‘more’, ‘same’
Count in everyday contexts beyond 3, sometimes skipping numbers
1-2-3-5
Build with a range of large and small resources
Begin to use shape names correctly
Use language of size and weight in everyday contexts
Notice patterns and arrange things in patterns
Explore and respond to different phenomena
Explore a wide variety of materials and talk about them e.g. soft/
spikey
Make connections between the features of their family and other
families
Notice differences between people

Copy gestures and movements of adult led songs and rhymes
Enjoy exploring and listening to stories they know well
Engage in sensory play with modelled talk from adults
Enjoy drawing mark making freely, both horizontal and vertical.
Adults supporting talk

Make rhythmical and repetitive sounds
Explore a range of instruments and play them in different ways
Express ideas and feelings through making marks, sometimes
giving meaning to their marks
Develop pretend play, using objects to represent another object
Sing familiar songs and rhymes and accompany this with
instruments
Use their imaginations as they consider what they can do with
different materials
Make simple models which express their ideas

Join in with songs and rhymes making some sounds
Copy and enjoy rhythmical and repetitive sounds
Make marks intentionally, see adults labelling marks
Explore paint using a variety of tools, not just brushes
Enjoy and begin to join in with action songs

Counting like behaviour – making sounds and pointing, using some
numbers in sequence
Build with a range of resources
Begin to use some shape names
Begin to use language linked to space and measure big, small, up,
down, heavy, light

Explore materials with different properties
Know names of their immediate family

Opportunities and Provocations Summer Term Meadow
Core books & Rhymes

Opportunities and Provocations
This sparks interest and then the children can
lead the learning. This will be documented
within the weekly plans

Phonics
Letters &
Sounds
Jolly Phonics

Festivals and
Seasonal

The Hungry Caterpillar
The Very Busy Spider

 Minibeasts
 Green, red, purple, orange, yellow

Aspects 1-4

Father’s Day

Dear zoo
That’s not my giraffe
That’s not my Lion
Goldilocks and the three Bears

 Wild animals
 White, black, orange, yellow,

Down in the Jungle
Row Row row your boat

Cooking opportunities
 Fruit Kebabs
 Porridge
 Transition

Communication
strategies

 Makaton
 Visual signs and
Weather
symbols
Spring
 Mirroring
Summer
 Match + 1
Warmer
 Objects of reference
temperatures  Rallying
conversations (this
may be gaps for our
non-verbal, as you
would for a baby)
 Greetings

Meadow
Continuous Provision Mapping
Beyond our Opportunities and Provocation Curriculum and reacting to the children’s interests we offer our continuous provision.
These resources will be available throughout the year to offer key early learning opportunities to all our children.

Continuous Provision - Water
Resources that are made available throughout
the year.
These will be enhanced from our observations of children
and learning opportunities we know the children need.

Water aprons
Muddy Puddle clothing
Towels
Containers of differing sizes and shapes.
Jugs, Bottles
Watering cans
Sieves and whisks
Boats, Fish/ sea life, Ducks
Bubbles
Taps
Handwashing
Puddles, muddy puddles
Recycled containers
Pipets, funnels, cylinders, measuring cups and
spoons
Guttering/ tubing
Sponges
Small balls
Natural resources eg pebbles
Paint brushes
Additions food colouring/ glitter/ paint/ bubbles
Water wheels

Words to build vocabulary
(this list is not exhaustive but ensures key
vocabulary is highlighted)

Possible Learning experiences/ invitations to play

Fill
Pour
Empty
Heavy
Drip
Wet
Splash
Splosh
Splish
Puddles
Float
Sink
Freeze
Melt
Half
Light
Nursery rhymes to support number and language
development
5 little ducks/ speckled frogs
Row Row Row your boat

Beginning to play more collaboratively and
beginning to use the water area appropriately.
Manipulate a range of equipment and tools
Representing own experiences through
imaginative play
Opportunities to explore scientific concepts floating, sinking, freezing, melting, filling,
pouring, emptying etc.
Opportunities for children to observe movement
of water stop/ start/ speed etc.
Additions to the water such as colour, clay
(adding water to the clay), bubbles, to observe
change
Exploring sounds in water
Consider having trays next to each other to
encourage and support children who are not
ready to share space and resources yes
Observe schemas and include them in your
planning.

Continuous Provision - Reading
Resources that are made available throughout
the year.
These will be enhanced from our observations of children
and learning opportunities we know the children need.

Cushions
soft chair/couch
Books, variety ie: fiction, non-fiction poetry Hard
back books with touchy feely parts to explore
textures and expand vocabulary e.g “That not my
teddy”
Puppets and props to support key stories
Nursery rhyme baskets or bags
Material
Musical instruments
Children's home made books
Photographs
Journals
Rugs/ mats

Words to build vocabulary
(this list is not exhaustive but ensures key
vocabulary is highlighted)

Possible Learning experiences/ invitations to play

Book
story
Song
Rhyme
Music
Shake
Bang
names of musical instruments
Naming different puppets and props
Animal names and their sounds
Action songs, naming body parts etc
What’s going to happen next?
What could it be?

Developing relationships with the key person and
other adults and children
Playing collaboratively and using the book area
appropriately.
making choices,
opportunities for talking through shared
activities,
Listening to stories in small groups or 1-1
following instructions
handling books carefully
Learning to turn pages one at a time
Enjoy listening and making up stories
Learn to listen
Develop memory
Exploring rhythm and rhyme
Exploring sounds
Opportunities to play with words
Counting songs and rhymes
Create spaces for children to rest and refuel
Include Toddler Talk and early letters and Sounds
experiences.
Remember to observe and include schemas.

Continuous Provision - Sand
Resources that are made available throughout
the year.
These will be enhanced from our observations of children
and learning opportunities we know the children need.

Sand hats
Dust pan and brush
Sand wheels
Funnels, variety of sizes
Sieves and colanders
Various graded plastic bottles and plastic/metal
bowls
Pattern making equipment – patterned rolling
pins
Natural objects – shells, fir cones, conkers,
pebbles, stones, drift wood, pumice, sponge,
loofer wicker baskets etc…
For texture – lentils, pasta, pea gravel etc
Consider using small scale sand with small tools
Use cement tray to present sand in a different
way

Words to build vocabulary
(this list is not exhaustive but ensures key
vocabulary is highlighted)

Possible Learning experiences/ invitations to play

Heavy
Light
Full
Empty
Wet
Dry
Hard
Soft
Mix
Pour
Fill
Bucket
Spade
dig

Beginning to play more collaboratively and
beginning to use the sand area appropriately.
making choices
develop basic mathematical language counting
and size
Exploring texture
Differences in the properties of dry and wet sand
creating and recreating patterns
using different tools
manipulate a range of equipment and tools,
Opportunities to look after equipment and area
Looking at how sand changes what happens
when you add water, shingle, pebbles, pasta
etc..?
Exploring different textures/colours Consider
having trays next to each other to encourage and
support children who are not ready to share
space and resources yet Include
What’s in the Sand?”
Observe schemas and include them in your
planning.

Continuous Provision – Malleable and Sensory
Resources that are made available throughout
the year.
These will be enhanced from our observations of children
and learning opportunities we know the children need.

Protective clothing
Play dough
Clay
Safe knives & forks
Cooking utensils and baking trays
Rolling Pins (variety of textures)
Cutters (large)
Objects for making imprints/patterns
Tough spot for foam, gloop, large chalks, baby
lotion etc
Scents, colours
Ice
Lollypop sticks, sticks, pipe cleaners, leaves,
pinecones, bottle tops

Words to build vocabulary
(this list is not exhaustive but ensures key
vocabulary is highlighted)

Possible Learning experiences/ invitations to play

Cut
Roll
Model
Press
Squeeze
Twist
Pinch
Stretch
Squash
Poke
flat
Push
Pull
rolling pin
soft
round and round
up and down
lines
Names of equipment rolling pin, cutter etc

Playing collaboratively and using the malleable
area appropriately.
making choices
opportunities for talking through shared
activities
Manipulating materials – prodding, poking,
pinching, squeezing, stretching, pulling, cutting,
rolling, shaping, mashing, pressing
Handling small tools safely and effectively
Developing gross motor skills Using sensory
experiences to stimulate and encourage new
vocabulary
Include activities which are multi-sensory.
Consider how many senses children are using?
Observe schemas and include them in your
planning.

Continuous Provision – Home Corner/ Mud kitchen
Resources that are made available throughout
the year.
These will be enhanced from our observations of children
and learning opportunities we know the children need.

Selection of kitchen equipment Large and small
pots and pans Metal spoons, ladles etc.
Small selection of play food
Selection of hats, scarves, bags
Selection of material
Large dolls and clothes
Display of family photographs
Telephone
Small selection of real food packaging
(Remember to include items from your EAL
children’s home countries - ask parents for
packaging etc)
Bottle tops
Pine cones
Cotton reels
Always consider the relevance to children if you
are considering changing the role play.
Do they know what happens at a travel agents,
garden centre etc? REMEMBER we need to offer
real life experiences that the children know and
can relate to.

Words to build vocabulary
(this list is not exhaustive but ensures key
vocabulary is highlighted)

Possible Learning experiences/ invitations to play

Relationships - Mum, Dad, brother, sister ,
family, baby
Different types of houses, foods, activities that
relate to individual lives
Basic number Mix, fill, pour, empty
Cook
Hot, cols
Breakfast, lunch, tea, dinner
Party
Happy Birthday
Mud
Kitchen
Cooker
Washing machine
Knife, fork, spoon

Adult encourage child to prepare meal and
discuss how things work.
Telephone conversation joining in and asking
appropriate questions.
Encourage children to be aware of each other.
Adult to intervene with different ideas. (Tea
Party)
Develop language skills
Appropriate mathematical skills (count knives
and forks)
To use imagination and engage in role play that
relates to their real life experiences
To begin to play alongside and with others
To begin to learn to take turns
Fine motor skills
Using equipment
Using resources independently
To ask questions why and how things happen
and work.
Look out for schemas and include them in your
planning.

Continuous Provision – Construction and Small World
Resources that are made available throughout
the year.
These will be enhanced from our observations of children
and learning opportunities we know the children need.

Pictures of buildings / vehicles
Large wooden blocks
Construction kits eg large duplo, Small wooden
bricks.
Small selection of play people, vehicles and
animals
Selection of open ended resources such as empty
cardboard boxes, tubes, material
Train track and train
farm animals
people
zoo
cars, other vehicles and garage
play mats
wooden houses
Books
Photographs of real life situations and families
Diggers
Clothing – builders hats, safety vests
Tools
Tyres with environments stones/ bark etc.
Pipes
Pallets
Soft play shapes

Words to build vocabulary
(this list is not exhaustive but ensures key
vocabulary is highlighted)

Possible Learning experiences/ invitations to play

Build
Tower
Big
Bigger
Small
Twist
1,2,3
Vehicle names
animal names

Playing collaboratively and using the construction
area appropriately.
Develop basic mathematical language e.g.
position, size, shape, comparisons
Developing number language, basic counting
skills matching and sorting shapes
exploring a range of construction materials that
fix together in a variety of ways e.g. by twisting,
slotting, pushing, clipping
balancing construction pieces
designing and making their own models
Developing fine motor control and hand eye
coordination
Beginning to develop their own ideas and
imaginative skills
Re-enact real life experiences and situations.
Observe schemas and include them in your
planning.

Developmental Movement Play (DMP)
Resources that are made available throughout
the year.
These will be enhanced from our observations of children
and learning opportunities we know the children need.

Adults
Mats
A-frames
Planks
Soft play
Jabadao Cushions
Material – scarves, lycra
Music
Parachute
Gym ball
Mirrors
yoga
Interactive dances
Weighted blanket
Bikes
Scooters
Balls
Hills
Steps

Words to build vocabulary
(this list is not exhaustive but ensures key
vocabulary is highlighted)

Possible Learning experiences/ invitations to play

Move
Dance
Vocabulary linked to how we can move e.g. roll,
jump
Up
Down
Music
Loud
Quiet
Soft
Hard

Playing and moving collaboratively
Developing basic scientific language e.g. slow,
fast, round
Copying and Developing physical movements
Experiencing different forces e.g. pushing against
a person, pulling lycra
Adult leads by example
Introduction of a range of musical genres.

Protective Behaviours
Resources that are made available throughout
the year.
These will be enhanced from our observations of children
and learning opportunities we know the children need.

Engaged Adults
Emotion cards
Relaxation areas and spaces
Puppets and soft toys
Worry monsters
Stories and books
Yoga and mindfulness
Music
Tizz Time
Small group times
Challenging physical activities outdoors for taking
risks (climbing equipment)
Outdoor games (hide and seek, chasing games)
Developmental Movement Play (see continuous
provision for DMP)
Mirrors
Weighted blanket
Makaton, objects of reference, picture/ symbol
cards

Words to build vocabulary
(this list is not exhaustive but ensures key
vocabulary is highlighted)

Possible Learning experiences/ invitations to play

Makaton signs to express emotions alongside
spoken words
Happy, sad, angry, worried, scared, excited

To provide opportunities to take safe risks and
challenge yourself

Language of safety
Safe, not safe, kind, unkind, caring, thoughtful,
sharing
Scientific terminology for body parts ie penis,
vagina, stomach etc.

To build resilience, self confidence and sense of
self
To use vocabulary of safety
To play collaboratively with others
To make choices
To engage in adult led activities
To be able to voice likes and dislikes
To build relationships with key person/ other
familiar adults/ peers

